“Either write something worth reading or do something worth writing.”
–Benjamin Franklin

In this newsletter:
- Summer internship opportunities
- Upcoming events
- Publication opportunities

Follow Us On Facebook! http://www.facebook.com/GWPoliticalScience
Follow Us On Instagram! @GWU_PSC
Brown & Gould, LLP is a civil litigation boutique located two blocks from the Bethesda metro stop. We are looking for a student or recent grad to work part/full time this summer, assisting around the office where needed. This is a paid internship, starting at $12.00/hr.

This is a great opportunity to gain exposure to the legal field and build your resume. Our practice areas include contract law, toxic torts, and personal injury. You will gain exposure to all three. Assigned tasks will be primarily administrative, but we are a small firm taking on a lot of exciting projects.

Ideal candidates are detail-oriented, interested in the legal field, possess an excellent work ethic, and will work well with our team.

Start and end dates are somewhat flexible, but we are looking for someone who is available for the entirety of the summer. Please include your availability with your application.

Requirements:
Full-time student or recent grad
At least a Junior
3.0 GPA minimum

In order to apply, please send your cover letter, short writing sample, resume, and unofficial transcript to me at sditchfield@brownandgould.com by May 2, 2014. Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis, so send them in ASAP.
The UT Austin Division of Diversity & Community Engagement (DDCE) AmeriCorps VISTA program is now accepting applications for both Summer Associates positions as well as full-year VISTA positions (starting in July). The Summer Associates positions are ideal for current college students in need of a summer paid internship and will take place from June 2nd until August 8th and will be in the following organizations:

Austin Area Urban League – 4 positions  
Austin Pre Freshman Engineering Program (AusPrEP) at Huston-Tillotson University – 5 positions  
Camp Fire – 5 positions  
UT Outreach Rio Grande Valley – 2 positions  
UT Outreach Houston – 2 positions  
UT Outreach Dallas – 2 positions  
UT Outreach San Antonio – 1 position

The full-year VISTA positions are ideal for soon-to-be college graduates and will start on July 14th and August 12th and will be located in the following organizations:

July (9):
Kids in a New Groove (1)  
Prairie View A&M University Small Business Development Center (1)  
Austin Area Urban League (1)  
Central Texas Afterschool Network (1)  
Annette Strauss Institute (1)  
Business Community Lending of Texas (1)  
Odyssey Life Training Institute/Prairie View, Texas (2)  
UT Outreach/Dallas (1)

August (7):
UT Outreach/ Houston (2)  
UT Outreach/Austin (1)  
UT Outreach/San Antonio (1)  
UT Outreach/Rio Grande Valley (2)  

*VISTA Leader position (must have served a full VISTA year to qualify)

All Summer Associates and July positions are listed on the Corporation for National & Community Service website (nationalservice.gov) in the opportunity listings under EITHER “UT Austin Summer Associates/Name of Organization” or “UT Austin (DDCE)/Name of Organization.

If you have anyone who would like to apply for your position, they must FIRST complete an AmeriCorps profile (the AmeriCorps job application) by going through the following link on the nationalservice.gov website:
https://my.americorps.gov/mp/recruit/registration.do;jsessionid=n0FMTxGpFhXFRfVlh37TMsQxn6jMYpxIZT09pQVsznPZWhZgy29;=/1738413846

For more information, visit: http://ddce.utexas.edu/vistas/.
Job ID #16416 - ACS CAN Paid Intern (Washington, DC)

The American Cancer Society Cancer Action Network (ACS CAN) is the nation's leading cancer advocacy organization. Together with our charitable partner, the American Cancer Society, we work in Congress, state legislatures and local jurisdictions to support evidence-based policy and legislative solutions designed to eliminate cancer as a major health problem. Based in Washington, DC with offices throughout the country, ACS CAN works to encourage elected officials and candidates to make cancer a top national priority.

The grassroots intern will assist the ACS CAN grassroots team on nationwide legislative campaigns relating to federal grassroots volunteer advocacy efforts.

1. Assist in the creation and development of grassroots products and tools
2. Help write, edit and publish action alerts, newsletter articles and web content to help engage and motivate our grassroots volunteers to take action on our major legislative priorities
3. Assist with our social networking sites and help produce content that will help recruit new members to our Facebook and Twitter networks
4. Develop plans to engage our online advocates in our advocacy campaigns

REQUIREMENTS:
Candidates must be at least a college sophomore, preferably with a major in communications/public relations, journalism, political science or a related field and be able to dedicate 37.5 hours per week for 10 weeks to the internship. Candidates must also have strong oral, written and computer skills, be a team player, handle multiple projects effectively, and have an interest in public policy and/or health care issues.

All Interns Must meet be full-time students and have a minimum of a B average.

DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED:
- Resume
- Two references from academic/professional sources addressing the student’s credentials based on the internship’s skill requirements
- Recent transcript attesting to their GPA and standing as a full-time student

HOW TO APPLY:
Qualified candidates in are encouraged to apply by clicking the job posting link below.
NEW POSTING!!

We would like to introduce our Ameson Year in China (AYC), a program for graduates from top American universities to expand their horizons and enhance their careers by spending an academic year in China, teaching, studying, and making a difference in public schools across a country with one-fifth of the entire world’s population. This is an opportunity for a potentially life-changing experience.

In her recent trip to China, U.S. First Lady Michelle Obama promoted educational exchange programs, emphasizing the need for American and Chinese youths to understand each other’s cultures as their economic fortunes become further intertwined. About 200,000 Chinese are studying in the United States, more than from any other country, compared with about 20,000 Americans studying in China. The Obama administration is trying to raise that number and the Ameson Education and Cultural Exchange Foundation is taking steps to help.

Founded in 1994, Ameson Foundation is headquartered in the Ronald Reagan Building in Washington, DC, and maintains numerous offices and operation centers worldwide. Ameson’s honorary Chairman is Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, the former Secretary General of the United Nations. Many U.S. Congressmen have already expressed their support and recognition of the AYC program, as shown in The VOICE, a special edition of the Ameson newsletter (http://ameson.org/download/The-Voice-Winter-web.pdf). It shares the stories of current participants in the AYC program, their triumphs and challenges as they learn about China firsthand.

AYC Program Benefits include:
- full legal working status in China
- a monthly stipend of 5,000 RMB (about $800)
- free housing
- 7,500 RMB (about $1200) travel allowance for your flight to and from China granted at the end of the program
- complimentary Chinese language instruction
- free basic health insurance in China
- pickup from the airport and more!

The application process must be completed by May 15. Any native English speaker holding a bachelor’s degree or higher with a physical copy of his/her diploma received by June 15th and U.S. citizenship may apply.

For more information, or to apply, please visit our website at http://www.ameson.org/AYC/.
NEW POSTING!!

The International Undergraduate Research Journal

Interested in science? Enjoy writing? Got data? Join JYI, the online, open access, international research journal exclusively for undergraduates.

**Students** make up the majority of our participants, in the form of authors and staff members! If you are a student, or know of a student who would be interested in contributing to JYI, **join us**!

**Faculty members** are also encouraged to participate by serving as advisors or mentors for JYI's undergraduate authors and staff. Please consider engaging with this dynamic community! Learn more by visiting our [website](#)! If you would like to be added to our faculty database and receive quarterly updates of our work, [click here](#).
The Political Transformation Workshop: Western Balkans & Turkey is a weeklong program devoted to exploring the current transformational processes in the Western Balkans region and Turkey from the European Union perspective. The Workshop is designed to assess the current state of affairs, successes and failures of both the policies of Turkey and Western Balkan states, and the EU's regional leadership and relationship with each country.

The Western Balkans & Turkey program will cover:

- Analysis of EU policy towards Turkey and Western Balkans
- Managing a divided nation in Cyprus - a New Beginning?
- Europization and free-market reforms in Turkey
- Post-War Recovery and Reconciliation in Bosnia and Herzegovina
- Building statehood in Kosovo
- Croatian and Serbian path to EU
- Crimean Crisis and Its Implications for the Balkans and Turkey
- Public Speaking & Presenting with Impact

The added value of the program is the communication block, which aims to deliver up-to-date and practical knowledge on public speaking and presenting with impact.

For more information on the Political Transformation Workshop, contact International Program Coordinator, Ms. Katarzyna Waksmundzka at (+48) 22 378 11 99 or kwaksmundzka@diplomats.pl
FAST TRACK YOUR CAREER

FREE TO ATTEND AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!

Stratford University’s Career Fair
In collaboration with JobZone

Woodbridge Campus
14349 Gideon Drive, Woodbridge, VA 22192
Wednesday, May 7th
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

PARTICIPATING VENDORS:

Wegmans
Burke & Herbert Bank
Verizon Wireless
Hilton Worldwide
Erickson Senior Living-Greenspring
Compassionate Hearts for Seniors
PNC Bank
The Greenbrier Resort

Waffle House
Starwood Hotels
City of Manassas
United States Secret Service
Sentara
Omni Shoreham Hotel
PW Community Health Center
Navy Federal Credit Union

Register for free at registerwb.eventbrite.com

MANY MORE VENDORS...
CALL FOR PAPERS

Colombia Internacional invites the academic community to participate in an open topic call for papers.

Colombia Internacional, journal edited and published by the Department of Politica Science of Universidad de los Andes (Bogota – Colombia), announces that it will receive open topic articles until May 31, 2014. We invite all those interested in participating in this call to submit previously unpublished articles in Spanish, English, or Portuguese. All submitted articles should report original, previously unpublished research results, experimental or theoretical, on the discipline.

Originals submitted for consideration must be in Word for Windows format and must meet the journal’s standards: maximum length of 9,000 words (18-22 pages approximately), 12 pt Times New Roman font, single-spaced, letter-sized paper with 3 cm margins. The first page must include a summary of at most one hundred words. Author information is submitted in a different file. Footnotes and bibliographic references must be cited using the adaptation of the Chicago Manual of Style used by the journal. Manuscript submission guidelines can be seen in detail at http://colombiainternacional.uniandes.edu.co/

During the call for papers, manuscripts may be submitted through the link in the journal’s website or by e-mail to colombiainternacional@uniandes.edu.co or n_mora26@uniandes.edu.co

All the articles will be subject to the following evaluation process: First, the Editorial Committee assesses if the article meets the basic requirements set for the journal and its pertinence regarding its appearance in a political science publication. Subsequently, if the manuscript is accepted by the Editorial Committee, it will be evaluated by two academic peers. The authors will be informed of the result of said evaluations within six months of the final submission date.

Articles sent to Colombia Internacional for evaluation cannot simultaneously be in the process of being evaluated by another publication.
NEW POSTING!!

European Youth Event: May 9-11

From May 9-11, 2014, the European Parliament in Strasbourg will open its doors to around 5,000 young Europeans for the European Youth Event (EYE). This will be the first European Youth Event and it will include a large variety of activities run under the motto "Ideas for a better Europe." Activities will focus on five main themes: youth unemployment, digital revolution, future of the European Union, sustainability, and European values.

On May 9, the European Parliament’s Liaison Office with the US Congress would like to invite 25 students from the American Consortium on European Studies to its offices in Washington, DC to participate in the event. The US team and their European counterparts in Strasbourg will discuss and debate important issues via a one hour video link, and attempt to find common, constructive solutions that will help make the transatlantic partnership even closer. The title of this debate will be: "EU-US: global players together?". Participants will be encouraged to consider topics such as trade, the global fight against poverty and the freedom vs. security dichotomy.

We would like to ask each of the DC metro area schools to nominate 5 students under the age of 30 to take part in the European Youth Event activities organized in DC (students of any nationality are welcome, but they will be presenting the US viewpoint in the debate). The participants will be asked to take part in a preparatory session a few days before the event itself (exact date and time tbc) to prepare their arguments and nominate their speakers (2-3 speakers will be nominate from each side in order to accommodate the video link format). All participants will then be invited to come to the European Parliament Liaison Office on the morning of Friday May 9th for the actual live video link. Participants who will not be speaking directly will be able to submit questions via twitter to the speakers on both sides.

The European Youth Event is an exciting initiative and one of the largest of its kind, allowing young people from across the EU and beyond to engage directly with each other and with decision-makers. We are looking forward to working with the DC metro-area Centers of Excellence to bring a transatlantic dimension to these discussions.

If you are interested in participating in the event below, please send an email including your CV to Prof. Morgan (kjmorgan@gwu.edu).
NEW POSTING!!

Health for America Fellowship:

Interested in innovation? Want to make a difference? Health for America announces a call for applications for an exciting paid year-long fellowship for young leaders from diverse backgrounds ranging from computer science to design to community service. The program provides practical immersive experience in health innovation with exposure to leaders in the field and travel across the country. Applicants are required to have completed their undergraduate degree between January 2011 and July 2014. For more details, please visit [http://bit.ly/QKZaqZ](http://bit.ly/QKZaqZ)

NEW POSTING!!

Teachers For Asia is a specialist education recruitment agency. Our experienced team has an exceptional record in obtaining quality teaching positions for our applicants. Whether you're new to teaching or an accomplished professional, send us an email with your resume to get your application underway.

Below is a sample of our upcoming opportunities

- IB-certified public schools in Shanghai
- Adult teaching in many locations including Beijing and Shenzhen
- Multiple international school and young learner positions throughout China
- Professionally-run private schools throughout Taiwan
- International school positions in Hong Kong
- Reputable private and public schools throughout South Korea
- Early childhood learning and primary teaching in Singapore
- Public school ESL positions throughout Thailand

What our teachers say -

"The service provided by Teachers For Asia was superb. It was great to be able to talk to the guys on Skype so that they could get a full understanding of what I was looking for. They were always available for any query that I had and they have remained in contact even after I have arrived in Korea."

- Patrick, Daejeon, South Korea.

"I have been impressed with Teachers For Asia's dedication and professionalism from the very start. They've been honest and helpful throughout the entire process and my entire time working and living in China. I'd gladly recommend them to anyone interested in teaching in Asia."

- Janus, Beijing, China

[www.teachersforasia.com](http://www.teachersforasia.com) - [teff@teachersforasia.com](mailto:teff@teachersforasia.com)
Roundtable Discussion of the New Book by Hans Noel: Political Ideologies and Political Parties in America

On Wednesday April 30, 4:00pm-5:45pm, the National Capital Area Political Science Association is sponsoring a roundtable on Hans Noel’s new book, Political Ideologies and Political Parties in America. The book argues that, over the last 100 years, ideology and partisanship, which were once distinct, have merged together. Modern liberalism and conservatism were created by creative political writers in the early twentieth century and have now thoroughly taken over the major parties, contributing to our current polarization. Panelists will debate the book’s provocative thesis and the evidence behind it. The event will be held in McNeir Auditorium in the New North building at Georgetown University (http://maps.georgetown.edu/mcneirauditorium/). All are welcome to this exciting event!

Panelists:
Tom Mann (Brookings Institution)
Kristina Miler (Univ of Maryland-College Park)
John Sides (GW and Washington Post)
Matt Yglesias (Vox.com)

Moderator:
Jonathan Ladd (Georgetown)

Author:
Hans Noel (Georgetown)
Internships

Don Beyer for Congress is currently seeking Spring Fellows.

If you are driven, hard-working and have a penchant for progressive politics then you might be a perfect fit to join the campaign. Former Virginia Lt. Governor and Ambassador Don Beyer is a leader on global warming, gun control, and social justice.

Don Beyer is running in a large, competitive, and highly-watched primary for Congress in the 8th District representing all of Arlington, Alexandria, Falls Church, and parts of Fairfax.

A field internship with the Don Beyer for Congress Campaign will give interns a unique opportunity to join a fast-paced primary sprint with a candidate that has devoted his entire life to progressive political leadership.

Internships are unpaid but may be completed for academic credit. Letters of Recommendation may be available for participants at the end of the internship.

Interns will work primarily out of our Alexandria office located near the Huntington metro. Internships are limited to high school students, current college students and recent college graduates. Interested candidates should submit a resume and a very brief cover letter to lauralee@friendsofdonbeyer.com with the subject, “Beyer Internship.”
NEW POSTING!!

Fundraising Internship

Democratic political fundraising firm seeks independent-minded, quick-thinking individual with knowledge of the political process and public policy, to work as a fundraising intern during the Summer 2014 (beginning mid to late May). Candidate must be reliable, possess excellent written and communications skills, a working knowledge of national politics, and an appreciation for a well-funded campaign. Position will allow for hands on experience in all stages of campaign fundraising including event planning, campaign research and strategy, donor prospecting and database maintenance.

Our firm represents U.S. Senators Levin (D-MI), Leahy (D-VT), Mikulski (D-MD), Landrieu (D-LA), Klobuchar (D-MN), Warner (D-VA), Whitehouse (D-RI) and Senate Candidate Michelle Nunn (D-GA) Interns will have the opportunity to attend fundraising events and meet many of the members listed above. This internship is unpaid, though we are happy to work around class schedules and do offer class credit if you meet requirements put forth by your school. Interested candidates should email resumes to Jennings Heussner at jheussner@cfcdc.com.

NEW POSTING!!

HM Consulting is seeking a self-motivated and hardworking campaign finance intern for summer 2014. HM Consulting is a Washington, D.C. based Democratic fundraising consulting firm.

Candidate must be comfortable working with large sets of data, making phone calls. Candidate must have strong research and interpersonal skills. Experience with NGP donor system and experience on a campaign is preferable but not required.

Please send cover letter(s) and resume to hmconsulting14@gmail.com
NEW POSTING!!

The House Republican Conference is looking for both part and full time interns for the fall and spring semesters. Responsibilities include coordinating and setting up for events, conferences, and meetings, managing the front office, and many administrative duties. In addition, there are opportunities to work with the communications, coalitions, and policy teams on various projects.

Applicants should be detail-oriented and friendly, as well as be able to successfully multitask in a fast-paced, professional environment. Strong written and oral communication skills, as well as strong customer service skills are required. The applicant should also have a keen interest in the federal government and communications.

Please send resumes to ConferenceInternships@mail.house.gov to apply. If you have any questions, contact: Amy Reagan, External Relations Coordinator, 202-225-5107
Short Term Opportunity – Research Management Intern

Eurasia Group, the world’s leading global political risk research and consulting firm, is seeking a temporary unpaid intern to complete a project with our Research Management team in New York. The primary responsibility of this role entails digitally tagging documents/presentations/other data for our internal knowledge management system.

Qualified applicants will possess the following skills and attributes: an interest and understanding of global politics and macroeconomic concepts; the ability to quickly/judiciously assess document content and apply labels to data; strong sense of attention to detail; ability to work independently; experience working in a professional services environment.

This internship is available immediately and depending on the institution may be eligible for academic credit. Interested candidates can send their resume to internships@eurasigroup.net.

Intern with Illinois Tenth Dems!!

The Illinois Tenth Congressional District Democrats (Tenth Dems), a grassroots political organization that helps mobilize voters and interest groups in one of the most widely watched and intensely contested congressional districts in the country, is now accepting applications for its summer 2014 internship program. The internship is a substantive program designed for high school, college and graduate students seeking an opportunity to become deeply engaged in the political process. This is the perfect time to complete a political internship as Democrats prepare for the critical 2014 midterm elections.

General assignments include staffing of events and issue forums, door-to-door canvassing with candidates, working in campaign offices and conducting research. In the past, Tenth Dems interns have staffed events featuring then-state senator and now-President Barack Obama; the late George McGovern, South Dakota Senator and 1972 presidential candidate; Vermont Governor and presidential candidate Howard Dean; U.S. Senators Amy Klobuchar of Minnesota; Russ Feingold of Wisconsin; Mark Begich of Alaska; and our own Dick Durbin, as well as numerous other Illinois state and local elected officials. Interns may also choose to complete specialized assignments in new media, IT management and political outreach. Internships are unpaid, educational positions. However, course credit is available.

Acceptance into the program is selective, competitive and contingent upon an interview. Applicants need not reside in the 10th District, but they must have an interest in electing Democrats and be able to travel to our offices and devote a minimum of 16 hours per week to the internship. Applicants should submit a brief paragraph explaining why they would like to be part of the program, along with a resume summarizing their educational background and activities. Neither need be formal. To apply or request more information, contact Matthew Bondy, Internship Coordinator, or Lauren Beth Gash by email at volunteers@tenthdems.org.
**Intern with CO Representative Tipton!**
The Washington DC office of Representative Scott Tipton (CO-03), is currently seeking applicants for the summer internship season. Colorado ties are a plus but not required.

Internships provide valuable real world experience of our federal legislative process. Responsibilities include but are not limited to: assisting staff with legislative research and writing, attending briefings and committee hearings. Interns will also be responsible for providing tours of the Capitol, answering phones, and helping staff process constituent's mail and inquiries. Candidates should have an interest in the legislative process, be motivated, organized and reliable, and possess strong communication and writing skills. If you are interested in being considered for an internship, please send your resume and cover letter to Megan.Dornan@mail.house.gov

**SUMMER 2014 INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY**

*Do you love learning? Are you interested in helping to educate the public in innovative ways? If so, you may be interested in the following summer internship...*

Learning Life is a non-profit educational initiative in the Washington D.C. metro area, and a program of United Charitable Programs, a registered 501(c)(3) public charity. Learning Life seeks to nurture a wider culture of learning by spreading knowledge on the surfaces of everyday life – like napkins, placemats, coasters and cup sleeves – then connecting these surfaces to a growing world of learning at Learning Life online: [http://letlearninglive.org/](http://letlearninglive.org/). At Learning Life, we work for a world where learning happens in everyday life, not just in school, a world with less inequality and more empowered people because knowledge is everywhere, fun and rewarding. We are looking for motivated summer interns who want to help us build this better world.

Learning Life is now recruiting responsible, motivated students to help with a variety of tasks including; academic and market research; website, design and social media work; and gathering facts, creating quizzes, and other educational content for dissemination. No experience necessary.

Interns must commit at least four hours per week. Common intern hours are 4-10 hours/week. Learning Life’s founder, Dr. Paul Lachelier, directly oversees interns’ work. Interns usually conduct their work independently from home and/or with other interns, but meet or speak at least once weekly with Dr. Lachelier to go over progress, answer any questions, and plan ahead. The internship is unpaid, but available for credit if the intern prefers.

Email us at learninglife@letlearninglive.org with your resume and times you’re available in the next seven days for a phone interview.
Advanced Network Strategies, LLC
236 Massachusetts Avenue NE • Suite 603 • Washington, DC • (202) 543-5777 Phone

Company Description
Advanced Network Strategies is a Democratic Campaign Fundraising firm located on Capitol Hill specializing in contributions from interest groups. The firm’s twelve clients cover a wide range of knowledge, expertise, and geography. Its client roster currently boasts 12 Members of Congress including Mike Thompson (CA), Bennie Thompson (MS), Collin Peterson (MN), John Larson (CT), Emanuel Cleaver (MO), Hank Johnson (GA), Jim Cooper (TN), Janice Hahn (CA), Luis Gutierrez (IL), Robin Kelly (IL), Michelle Lujan Grisham (NM), and Marcia Fudge (OH). While specializing in fundraising here in Washington, DC, ANS also handles our clients’ events across the country.

Job Description
Our internship provides a high level of exposure to the political process for students interested in a career in politics. Interns will interact with Members of Congress, Lobbyists, and Hill Staffers on a daily basis. Additionally, the firm consists of only two paid employees, making our intern a valuable and necessary part of the office. While the job does include some data entry, the vast majority of our intern’s responsibilities involve direct interaction with our clients and potential contributors. Interns will be responsible for planning and executing fundraisers, conducting research on potential donors, staffing Members of Congress, as well as soliciting contributions from interest groups and individuals. This is an unpaid internship.

Job Qualifications
The ideal candidate would be well-versed in current events (e.g. read a newspaper daily), have excellent phone presence, be able to multi-task in a fast-paced environment, be responsive and decisive. Because our interns spend so much of their time interacting with Members and their staffs, candidates must be mature, professional, and a quick-study.

To Apply
To apply, please send a copy of your resume to Julie Vieburg at JVieburg@gmail.com.